Index for the evaluation of the general photometric performance of photometers.
The General V(λ) Mismatch Index, f1 ', was defined for a general description of the photometric performance of photometers. This index is widely-used in photometry, and it is very relevant for selecting photometers for low-uncertainty photometric measurements. It quantifies the spectral mismatch between the relative spectral responsivity of a photometer and the luminous efficiency function for photopic vision, V(λ). The linear correlation between the real general photometric measurement error and f1 ' of 77 photometers was studied for four sets of light sources: R, G and B LEDs (narrowband spectral power distributions, SPDs), blackbodies at different colour temperatures (broadband SPDs), phosphor-based LEDs at different correlated color temperatures (SPDs with narrow- and broad-band features), and a mixture of blackbodies and phosphor-based LED sources. This article shows that it can be defined an alternative index which is notably better correlated with the real general photometric measurement error of the photometers under light sources with broadband features in their SPDs, adequate for general lighting. This index is based on filtering the high spectral frequencies variations between the relative spectral responsivity of the photometer and V(λ). The use of this new index for the assessment of the general photometric performance of photometers would improve the selection of high quality photometers and, consequently, would contribute to the general improvement of photometric measurements.